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The House View, 25 April 2017
Don’t dismiss inflation
Politics remain a key focus for markets, but the latest developments in Europe are
positive. In France, the first round of the presidential election ruled out the least
market-friendly outcome, and although eurosceptic Marine Le Pen is in the run-off as
expected, polls suggest reformist Macron should win. The snap election called in
Britain for June is a material positive game-changer for Brexit negotiations.
Beyond politics, focus has been on fading conviction in so-called Trump trades –
higher inflation expectations and interest rates and buoyant risk assets – following
speed bumps on the US domestic agenda and increased geopolitical tension.

But with global macro momentum solid – though off recent highs – and global growth
expected to pick-up next year and approach 4% in 2018, do not dismiss inflation
risks, especially in the US. Indeed the macro backdrop comforts the view that we are
past peak central bank easing. The Fed will likely raise rates twice more this year and
announce the start of the unwind of its balance sheet. The ECB is on track to
announce a taper of its quantitative easing programme later this year, but the tone at
the April meeting should still be quite cautious.
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 FX, Equities, Credit views

We have revisited our currency views. The snap UK election caused us to increase
our sterling forecast but did not alter our medium-term bearish stance. We still expect
the euro to break parity but the sequencing of the ECB's tightening policies is key: a
shift toward rate rises rather than a withdrawal of quantitative easing would be bullish
for the euro. In rates, we expect bond yields to climb beyond near-term election risk.
In credit we expect the low default environment to persist. We see valid counters to
the consensus view that European equities should outperform US equities.
David Folkerts-Landau, Group Chief Economist
The views in this publication are informed by Deutsche Bank’s Global Strategy Group, which advises management and
clients on broad market risks and global economic and financial developments. The views and forecasts of the group,
which consists of senior research staff, may occasionally differ from those disseminated by their research colleagues
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With global growth expected to pick-up in 2017 and approach
4% in 2018, don’t dismiss inflation risks. Politics will stay in focus
Economic outlook

Central bank watch

 Global growth to rise to 3.6% in 2017 (from 3.1%) and
pick up further to 3.9% in 2018. Some upside on back
of stronger US growth, solid momentum in Europe
 US economy to accelerate; forecast 2.6% growth in
2017, 3.6% in 2018. But downside risks on potential for
policy disappointment
 Eurozone: strong momentum continues, upside risk to
our 1.3% forecast if growth is resilient to political risk
 EM: growth to pickup to 4.7% in 2017; China growth
has likely peaked. EM should be resilient to strong
dollar, higher DM rates, as long as Fed hikes gradually

 Fed: two more rate hikes in 2017; announcement of
change in balance sheet reinvestment by year-end
 ECB: gradually becoming less dovish. Next move to be
QE taper announcement in Sep-17
 BoJ: no change expected in target short rate or yield
curve control policy for much of this year
 BoE: neutral stance. Some signs growth is faltering and
wage growth started to disappoint again
 PBoC: baseline is no benchmark interest rate hike in
2017-18 but chance of one in 2018 rising
 EM: mixed outlook, generally easing (ex-Asia) but
pockets of tightening (e.g., Turkey, Mexico)

Views on key themes

Key downside risks to our view

 Political risk: latest developments in Europe positive.
First round of French election as expected, Le Pen win
remains unlikely. UK snap election positive for Brexit
negotiations. Italy remains a concern
 Inflation: market questions higher inflation regime, shift
toward normalisation. But above-trend growth means
inflation risks to the upside and not to be dismissed
 US regime shift: potential for US economy to shift into
higher gear on tax cuts, deregulation. But policy
uncertainty and risk remains high, as evidenced by
speed bumps on Trump’s domestic agenda

M Trump disappointment: policies tilted to negatives,
under-delivery vs. expectations, US growth doesn’t rise

Deutsche Bank
Research

Notes: H / M / L indicates estimated probability of risk (High, Medium, Low).
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M Political risk escalation in Europe derails recovery –
Italy remains the key flash point
M China financial instability: property bubble deflates;
rising dollar, DM yields put pressure on outflows, RMB
L Geopolitics: escalation of geopolitical tensions shakes
markets, tightens financial conditions, slows growth
L De-globalisation: rise of anti-trade policies exacerbates
anaemic global trade and sharply slows growth
4

Equities have outperformed while credit has performed well this
year. Unwind of “Trump trades” visible across asset classes
Returns* per asset class in 2017
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Source: Bloomberg Finance LP, Deutsche Bank Research. As of Europe COB, 24 April 2017
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With reformist Macron expected to defeat eurosceptic Le Pen to
the presidency, political risk in France should subside
 First round of French presidential election played
out mostly as expected
− Reformist Macron to face-off eurosceptic Le Pen
 While political risk remains, the result is overall
market-friendly
− Le Pen in run-off but odds strongly against her
− First-round polls proved reasonably accurate,
increasing confidence in second-round polls
− Both mainstream socialist party (Hamon) and
centre-right Les Republicains (Fillon) favour
Macron against Le Pen
− Least market-friendly outcome (Le Pen / far-left
Melenchon run-off) avoided
 Outcome of parliament elections in June will be key
to determining strength of the new government and
its ability to push through a reformist programme
 Should Le Pen defy odds and win the presidency,
market reaction would be very negative
− Investor positioning in cash markets is light but
the risk of market-unfriendly policies including a
euro referendum are far from priced
− Very low turnover increases Le Pen’s chances
Deutsche Bank
Research
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First-round results quite close to expectations
Eurosceptic Le Pen has qualified for the second round...
30 %

First round results
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Source: French Interior Ministry, Pollsters, Deutsche Bank Research

…But opinion polls see an overwhelming victory by reformist Macron
on the second round on 7-May
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Source: Pollsters, Deutsche Bank Research

France: Macron wins round 1, what now? - 24- Apr-2017
France: Update on market reaction scenarios - 19-Apr-2017
France: Guide to the French elections first round – 21-Apr-2017
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In the UK, PM May’s call for snap elections in June is a material
positive game-changer for Brexit negotiations
 2-year timeline for Brexit negotiation a challenge
− Complex and lengthy process; both exit “divorce”
deal and future bespoke deal to be agreed
− EU domestic political calendar diverting attention
− PM May’s slim parliamentary majority starving
UK government of much needed flexibility
 Snap elections should deliver a much stronger
majority for PM May’s Conservative party – though
usual caveats re: opinion polls apply
− Elections to take place on 8-June, not in 2020
− Polls have ~20ppt lead for Conservatives
− Consistent with ~115 seat majority, vs. 17 today
 This is a positive game-changer that materially
reduces the Brexit “crash risk”* and increases the
chance of an orderly and lengthy withdrawal
− PM May not seeking a mandate for hard Brexit
− Absence of 2020 election makes it less pressing
to complete “clean” Brexit agreement by 2019
− Stronger majority dilutes influence of hard Brexit
MPs, allowing earlier compromises over key EU
demands for a transitional arrangement

Conservative Party enjoys considerable lead in opinion polls
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Polls suggest Conservatives could increase majority by ~100 seats
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Market reaction: mirror image to reaction to Brexit vote: Sterling rally,
outperformance of UK-focused FTSE250
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-8.0
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Note: (*) Possibility of EU exit without a transitional agreement in place

Note: (*) Brexit vote: change from 23 to 27-Jun-16; Snap elections: change from 13 to 20-Apr-17
Source: Polling companies, Bloomberg Finance LP, Deutsche Bank Research
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UK election: Implications for growth and BOE policy – 18-Apr-2017
Changing view on sterling: early elections a game-changer – 18-Apr-2017
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In the US, Trump’s domestic agenda has hit some speed bumps
as we approach the 100 day mark of his presidency
Overview of Trump’s policies
Policy area Campaign proposals
Fiscal
deficit
Tax
Finance

Recent developments

 Substantial stimulus, of around 2-3% of GDP
 Infrastructure and tax cuts, financed via deficit

 Limited new information; infrastructure, possibly in the form
of public-private partnership, could receive bipartisan
support

 Corporate: slash tax rate*, one-off repatriation of foreign
profits, move from worldwide to territorial tax
 Personal: cut top rate, repeal estate tax

 Tax plan announcement signaled for this week
 Difficult politics raise risks that tax reform is less ambitious,
delayed, or focused on cuts

 Reduce regulatory burden, repeal parts of Dodd-Frank

 Tarullo resigned as Fed’s financial regulation lead
 Executive orders to identify growth-impairing regs

Fed

 Critical of QE / low interest rates policy, supports Fed audit
 Chair Yellen likely to be replaced in 2018

Trade

 Protectionist stance: introduce tariffs, tough on China,
renegotiate NAFTA, reject TPP, unlikely to support T-TIP**

Foreign
policy

 Isolationist stance
 Swing toward Russia, criticism of NATO, China
 Tough stance on immigration (e.g., build Mexico wall)

 Little new; actions consistent with campaign rhetoric

 Repeal Obamacare
 Minimum wage determined at state / local level
 Scale back climate change regulation

 Obamacare repeal, replace pulled; vote possible this week
 Trump indicated dollar may be getting too strong
 Government shutdown at end-April a risk but should be
averted; debt ceiling extension back in focus in Fall

Immigration
Other

Deutsche Bank
Research

 Trump sounded more positive and open to Yellen
 Three current vacant seats: Vice chair of supervision likely
named first; market focus shifts to Chair position
 China-US meeting positive for bilateral relations; agreed to
work towards narrower bilateral trade deficit
 Tone on trade has been more cautious; Trump said he
would not label China a currency manipulator
 Intervention in Syria marked a shift from campaign rhetoric;
unclear if it marks a meaningful strategy pivot
 Investigations ongoing into Trump-Russia relations
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Note: (*) From 35% to 15%; (**) Trans Pacific Partnership and Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership; (#) Executive order
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In terms of foreign policy, Trump’s departure from his campaign
stance is adding to the sense of geopolitical tension escalation
Key geopolitical flashpoints

US / Russia

 Slight de-escalation of tension – tone more positive
following US Secretary of State visit to Moscow
 Material sources of disagreement remain, including
sanctions, Assad in Syria

US / China

 De-escalation, especially with softer rhetoric from
US side following Trump meeting with Chinese
president Xi Jinping
 US no longer to label China a currency manipulator

“

US / other

Turkey

 Surprise interventions in Syria, Afghanistan;
escalation of rhetoric re: North Korea*
 Reversal of campaign stance of military
disengagement
 Sends confusing message over US foreign policy –
though suggests little / no tolerance for use of
chemical weapons or nuclear bomb tests
 Erdogan’s narrow referendum victory paves way for
executive presidency regime from 2019; challenges
of voting improprieties unlikely to succeed
 EU denounces lack of checks and balances and
concentration of power of new system
 Apparent difference in approach by EU and US
− EU: worsening relations, migrant deal at risk
− US: wants Turkey onside for war on ISIS, unwilling
to meddle in Turkish domestic affairs

Note: (*) Absence of US ships in the area suggests military conflict far less imminent than initially feared
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The Economist, 14-Apr 2017

The Guardian, 18-Apr 2017

Shift in
stance
relative to
campaign

Bloomberg, 19-Apr 2017

BBC, 14-Apr 2017

US News, 14-Apr 2017

NBC News, 7-Apr 2017

The Independent, 9-Apr 2017

CNN, 25-Mar 2017
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“Trump trades” have fizzled or even reversed course in recent
weeks
Confidence in reflation trade has waned…
E.g., US breakeven rates at 2017 lows

…Contributing to lower bond yields, also
helped by (geo)political worries
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Mexican peso depreciation now fully reversed

And post-election equity rally in many cases
stalled
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 After US election, several trends
took hold in markets on optimism
about Trump’s policy agenda
− Government bond yields and
inflation expectations rose
− Equities rallied
− US dollar strengthened
 Some trends began to reverse
early-2017 (e.g., strong USD)
 Others fizzled more recently on
worries that the policy shift could
disappoint
− Inflation expectations, bond
yields have fallen to year lows
− Equity rally stalled
 Other events also contributed to
reversal of Trump trends
− Rising French election risk
− Market perceived March Fed
meeting as dovish
− Global macro surprises
peaked
10

But with a strong growth backdrop, a higher inflation
environment should not be dismissed
 The pivot from a deflationary mindset to stronger
inflation environment that took hold in H2 2017 has
been questioned in recent weeks…
− Inflation expectations fell to 2017-low on worries
of Trump disappointments and (geo)political risks
 …but premature to dismiss a higher inflation regime
− Above-trend growth in many regions should
reduce economic slack, revive inflation pressure
− Headline inflation should remain just below
recent highs
Inflation environment turned as commodity
prices pivoted from drag to boost…
G7 CPI
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Brent oil prices, 10w lead (rhs)
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…Sending global inflation surprises to near
record high levels
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 US is where upside risk to inflation is the greatest
− Stronger growth could lead to sharp fall in slack
− Evidence unemployment begins to lift inflation
more as it falls well below full employment levels
 Eurozone fundamentals should strengthen faith in
reflation once, as we expect, near-term political
worries recede
− Solid growth momentum and indirect effects from
stronger energy and food price inflation should
lift core inflation
Inflation to remain near recent highs in
eurozone and US
3 Headline inflation
%yoy
2
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1
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Source: Haver Analytics, Eurostat, BLS, Deutsche Bank Research
Source: Bloomberg Finance LP, Deutsche Bank Research
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Global inflation risks rising - 19-Apr-2017
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Global macro momentum has been solid in early 2017, but there
are some signs that it is beginning to roll over from high levels
Improved global composite PMIs point to
stronger growth momentum in early 2017
Index

Improved momentum has been broad-based
across regions...
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Source: Haver Analytics, ISM, Caixin, IHS Markit,Deutsche Bank Research

…and sectors – manufacturing and services

But global macro surprises may have peaked
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 Global growth momentum
bottomed in early 2016 and then
accelerated sharply in Q4-2016
 Momentum has remained solid
− Global composite PMIs near
highest level in two years
 Improvement is broad-based
across regions…
− US composite highest since
2015, led by manufacturing
− Eurozone best momentum
since 2011
− EM PMI at several-year high
 …And across sectors
− Strengthening evident in both
manufacturing and services
 But the surveys may overstate
growth momentum…
 …And some evidence that
momentum may have peaked
− Global data surprises receded
from several year high
12

US growth momentum is solid despite potential for a weak Q1
and mixed signals from hard and soft data
 US growth momentum picked up in H2 2016 and
has remained solid into 2017
− ISM composite now near highest since 2015
 But there are mixed signals from hard and soft data
 Sentiment indicators surged post-election and
surveys consistent with 3%+ growth – both may be
at risk if Trump disappoints
 Hard data much weaker (e.g., Atlanta Fed tracking
first quarter growth of only ~0.5%)
− But lingering seasonal adjustment problems may
depress Q1 growth by as much as 1pp
Divergent signals from hard and soft data
(e.g., Fed trackers)
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Research
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 Adjusting for these potential distortions, growth
momentum still looks to be solid
 Activity should accelerate in H2 and into 2018
buoyed by animal spirits, tax reform, deregulation
− Stronger capex to lead growth pickup; already
encouraging signs from leading survey data
− A disappointment on tax reforms could present
downside risks
 Longer-term growth still faces structural headwinds
from an aging workforce and sluggish productivity –
policy reforms could help boost the latter

Problems with seasonal adjustment continue
to weigh on Q1 growth estimates

Firm capex plans have surged since the
election

ppts
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Solid momentum for the eurozone economy imparts upside risks
to our forecast, as long as political risks do not materialise
 Despite lingering concerns about political risk and
the banking sector, the eurozone economy has
continued to be a positive surprise…
 …though, like the US, there are mixed signals from
survey and hard data in the eurozone
− Surveys point to strong growth momentum (e.g.,
eurozone growth of 0.7% qoq)
− Hard data have been more modest but still
consistent with above-trend growth
− Germany is an exception: both hard and soft
data signal strong growth momentum
 We remain below consensus on eurozone growth
this year and still expect a mild slowdown to 1.3%
 But there are upside risks to our forecast given
underlying momentum, as long as, as we expect,
political risks to do not materialise
 Growth dynamics should improve further into 2018
− Fiscal impulse will turn more positive, especially
in Germany
− Fewer significant political events
− Further normalisation of monetary policy to help
bank lending channel
Deutsche Bank
Research
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SIREN momentum points to solid eurozone growth
Index
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Surveys signal stronger growth than hard data, except in
Germany; DB forecasts generally more in line with hard data
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In China, the near-term growth outlook has improved, but rising
property bubble raises macro risks in the coming years
 Recent growth indicators have outperformed in
China, pointing to solid near-term momentum
− Real GDP growth rose to 6.9% yoy in Q1
− Activity indicators (e.g., industrial production and
fixed asset investment) strengthened in March
 As a result we have upgraded our growth forecast
− Growth revised up to 6.7% this year (from 6.5%
previously) and to 6.3% in 2018 (from 6%)
 But growth has likely peaked, with softer leading
indicators (e.g., planned investment) signaling a
gradual growth slowdown
 Key macro risk continues to be a rising property
bubble from excessively loose monetary policy
− China’s government has had more tolerance for
the property market excesses than we expected
 Aggressive monetary tightening unlikely in 2017,
potentially allowing bubble to worsen…
 …At the cost of heightened macro risks in 2018-20
− Chance of tighter policy rises in 2018 due to
higher inflation and response to Fed hikes
− Though downside risks to inflation could limit
policy tightening if they materialise
Deutsche Bank
Research
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China growth boosted in near-term by property bubble, but gradual
slowdown should resume and macro risks rise in 2018-2020
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Forecast

Leading indicators point to some slowing in growth, though property
data continue to be strong
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China: Growth may have peaked in Q1 – 17-Apr-2017
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For the Fed, two more rate hikes expected this year, followed by
an announcement that they will begin to reduce reinvestments
 With three rate hikes completed this cycle, debate
has turned to reducing Fed’s large balance sheet
 Balance sheet plan still uncertain, but sketch of
details is emerging if economy stays on track
− Timing: announce start to reducing reinvestment
around late-2017 / early-2018
− Phase-out: Fed does not want balance sheet to
roil markets; some phase-out likely*
− Composition: reinvestment likely to be reduced
for both MBS and Treasuries
− End point: return to all-Treasury portfolio with
more excess reserves than pre-crisis likely
− Policy tools: fed funds rate will remain primary
policy tool; balance sheet unwind to be passive

Our medium-term rate hike forecasts are broadly similar to those of
the Fed and considerably above market pricing
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Fed balance sheet normalisation has come into focus, with Fed
signalling a start to winding down reinvestment around late-2017
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Note: (*) For reference, NY Fed Primary Dealer Survey suggests market expectations are for a phase-out
period of about one year.
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The ECB is still on track to pre-announce later this year a taper
of QE, as long as political events co-operate, core inflation rises
 ECB slowly progressing toward policy tightening,
but should maintain a cautious stance for now
− Sustainable normalisation of core inflation has
been unconvincing to date and is needed for
shift toward policy tightening
 If core inflation rises in line with our forecast, we
expect the following policy timeline
− Jun-17: adjust rate forward guidance
− Sep-17: pre-announce QE taper toward zero
from 2018
− Dec-17: one-off 15-20bp depo rate hike
− Mid-18: end of QE
− End-18: first main refi rate hike
 Debate in recent weeks about the sequencing of
policy tightening moves (end of QE, exit from
negative rates) silenced by Draghi and others
− Reiterated existing plan, i.e., end QE before
raising rates
− Market priced, then reversed, an earlier rate hike
 Risks to our timeline skewed toward a delay
− Delay could be due to political events and the
failure of core inflation to improve
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Eurozone core inflation should rise, reaching levels that will allow the
ECB to pre-announce a taper toward zero in Sep-2017
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Source: Eurostat, Haver Analytics, Deutsche Bank Research

ECB debate over policy sequencing caused the market to first price
in a depo rate hike but then reverse this move
-0.2

%

…but then
completely
unwound the
pricing

Market priced in a depo rate
hike as reports suggested
ECB was debating a move …
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ECB deposit facility rate

-0.5
Nov-16

Eonia rate

1Y fwd 3M Eonia swap rate

Dec-16

Jan-17
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Note: Eonia is the one-day interbank interest rate for the eurozone. The 1y forward 3m eonia swap rate is the
market implied average eonia rate between 12 and 15 months from the date.
Source: Bloomberg Finance LP, Deutsche Bank Research

ECB Preview: Seeing is believing – 20-Apr-2017
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Summary of market views
Asset class View

Equities

 Risk to upside if
politics benign
 Europe vs. US
 US: higher rates

Rates

FX

Credit

EM
Deutsche Bank
Research

 Europe: higher
rates
 Long dollar
 Bearish euro
 Less bearish
sterling
 Defaults to stay
low
 Credit rich vs.
volatility
 Cautious, on
Trump trade
unwind

Rationale
 Macro data surprises turning negative, equity positioning neutral
 But positioning for tail risk in options space can lead to sharp rally as
positions are closed
 Consensus expects Europe outperforming US; there are however valid
counters to this view
 US yields to rise after French elections. Three Fed hikes in 2017, progress on
Trump’s agenda should allow 10y yields to climb toward 2.75% by year-end
 With most acute French risk behind, market to refocus on ECB policy and
reprice prospect of policy tightening
 Cleaner positioning and accelerating policy divergence to buoy the dollar
 Maintain bearish view, expect break through party. Sequencing of ECB policy
important: rate hikes could be very bullish, QE tapering not so
 UK snap election reduces downside risk from Brexit, but fundamentals
remain weak. Revised forecasts, still see weakness through 2018
 Defaults to remain structurally low, pick-up in the default cycle pushed out
 US energy default cycle prompted adjustments
 Spreads have not widened while implied volatility has picked up, especially in
European equities
 EM headlines have worsened, but remain idiosyncratic rather than systemic
 See risk of inflection, rather than reversal, of flows into EM
 Downside limited by hard data, which point to a solid underlying trend growth
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In FX, UK election is a game changer but we are not bullish
sterling; euro still to break parity but the form of ECB exit is key
1 Sterling: election a game changer, but fundamentals weak

2 Euro: Still bearish, but ECB exit sequencing key

Sterling reacted positively to the announcement, breaking out of the
range it has traded in since October last year

Deposit rate hikes would be bullish for the euro, which has become
much more sensitive to movements in short rate

1.5
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Euro significantly
more responsive to
short rate moves
since 2012
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Source: Bloomberg Finance LP, Deutsche Bank Research

Source: Deutsche Bank Research

 UK election on 8-June materially reduces the “crash
risk” – thus limiting downside on sterling
 But is not enough to make us bullish medium-term,
given fundamentals remain weak
− GBP valuations are not cheap
− Monetary policy divergence to weigh on sterling,
vs. ECB that signals tapering, Fed that hikes
− Current account deficit to remain
 All in all, we have revised up our GBP forecasts, but
still see weakness ahead
− Marked-up GBPUSD bottom to 1.14 by end2018 (from 1.06 by end-2017 previously)

 We maintain our bearish view on the euro, but the
sequencing of ECB exit will be an important driver
− FX more sensitive to front-end yields
− Policy focused on early exit from negative rates
would be very bullish euro
− Conversely, focus on tapering QE would not
materially boost the euro
 EUR/USD still expected to reach and break parity
by next year with ECB exit focused on tapering QE
− One-off depo hike would not alter view materially, but shift toward focus on rate hikes could
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The impact of ECB exit on the euro: it’s all about sequencing – 11-Apr-2017
Changing view on sterling: early elections a game-changer – 18- Apr-2017
Revised GBP outlook: crash risk reduced but fundamentals still weak – 21-Apr-2017
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In equities, the consensus is Europe should outperform the US –
but there are risks to this view
 Investors are becoming more positive on European
equities outlook relative to the US
− Improvement in relative macro performance
− Earnings momentum, less stretched valuations
 But there are valid counters to some of the main
arguments for this view
 Also, some of the conditions that have supported
European outperformance in the past are not met
− European equities typically outperform when
Europe exceeds US in GDP, EPS growth
− But both of these are unlikely this year
EU outperformance to US more likely if EU
outstrips US in GDP growth – not expected

GDP forecasts
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European Equity Strategy - Will Europe finally start outperforming? – 20-Apr-2017
Have Confidence And Markets Run Ahead? – 28-Mar-2017
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In credit, we expect the low default environment of the last 15
years to persist, with a pick-up in the default cycle pushed out
 Following the full default cycles in the early 2000s
(in TMT and Autos), defaults stayed low since 2003
despite a tumultuous backdrop over the period
− US: avg. defaults of 2.7% vs. 5.6% in 1981-02
− Europe: 11 out of 14 years with zero defaults
 The default cycle in the US energy sector in 201516 prompted fears of a full default cycle
− Commodities defaults rose to 23% of issuers
 With lead indicators turning more negative, the US
economy looking late cycle concerns grew
− Lead indicators turning more negative
− US economy looking late cycle
 But by H2-2016 though the backdrop had improved
− Central banks shifting away from additional
easing, steeper curves, animal spirits following
Trump election, China stimulus
 We expect defaults to remain structurally low
− Default cycle seems to have been pushed out
− Cost of funding to remain low relative to growth /
inflation outlook
− US energy default cycle prompted adjustments
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US default rates peaked in 2016 and we expected them to continue
trending down this year
Realized Issuer Default Rate
16
Model Forecast
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Source: S&P, Deutsche Bank Research

Europe default rates have remained remarkably low and range
bound since 2014
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Source: S&P, Deutsche Bank Research

Annual default study: The low default world survives – 19-Apr-2017
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DB forecasts
GDP growth (%)
Global
US
Eurozone
Germany
France
Italy
Spain
Japan
UK
China
India
EM Asia
EM CEEMEA

CPI inflation, YoY* (%)
US
Eurozone
Japan
UK
China

2015
3.3
2.6
1.9
1.7
1.2
0.8
3.2
1.2
2.2
6.9
7.4
6.2
1.6

2016F
3.1
1.6
1.7
1.9
1.1
0.9
3.2
1.0
1.8
6.7
7.5
6.2
1.4

2017F
3.6
2.6
1.3
1.1
1.3
0.7
2.5
1.1
1.7
6.7
7.3
6.2
2.6

2018F
3.9
3.6
1.5
1.6
1.1
0.7
2.2
1.2
1.1
6.3
7.8
6.1
2.8

-0.3

-1.1
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2.4
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4.2

4.1

4.7

4.9

Key market metrics
US 10Y yield (%)

DM

2.1

1.6

1.9

2.4

EUR 10Y yield (%)

EM LatAm

LATAM:
ASIA:
DM:

CPI (%) forecasts are period averages
Czech Rep., Israel, Egypt, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Nigeria, Poland, Romania, Russia, Saudi
Arabia, South Africa, Turkey, UAE and Ukraine
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, Venezuela
China, HK, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Taiwan,
Thailand, Vietnam
Australia, Canada, Denmark , Eurozone, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden,
Switzerland, UK, US

2016F
1.3
0.2
-0.1
0.7
2.0

2017F
2.1
1.4
0.7
2.3
1.7

2018F
2.2
1.5
1.1
2.7
2.7

Central Bank policy rate (%) Current Q4-17F Q4-18F Q4-19F
US
0.875 1.375
2.375
2.625
Eurozone
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.50
Japan
-0.10
-0.10
-0.10
-0.10
UK
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
China
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
Current Q4-17F Q4-18F Q4-19F
2.31
2.75
3.00
3.25
0.35

0.75

#N/A

#N/A

EUR/USD

1.085

0.95

1.00

1.10

USD/JPY

110
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2,372

2,600

#N/A

#N/A

Stoxx 600

386

375

#N/A

#N/A

Oil WTI (USD/bbl)

49.9

55.0

62.0

62.0

Oil Brent (USD/bbl)

52.3

57.0

65.0

65.0

S&P 500
*
CEEMEA:

2015
0.1
0.0
0.8
0.0
1.4

Current prices as of 24-Apr-2017

Source: Deutsche Bank Research
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